Acacia SupaSleek™ Collection.

Best of design and technology.
Just got sleeker.
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Best of Design and Technology.

Just Got Sleeker.

When it comes to the finer details, nothing comes close to the Acacia SupaSleek™ Collection.
Every curve is thoughtfully crafted, every gear is meticulously assembled. The essential and refined geometrical
shape forms the basis of this minimalistic collection. The best has just elevated for the better.

Inspired by architectural slim, Acacia SupaSleek™ now boasts an ultra-sleek profile for that sleeker,
modern style with zero compromises on comfort and technology. Look no further. Slim is the new now.
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Thinner Than Ever.
Beneath these slim curves, Acacia SupaSleek™ Collection is designed with
purposeful innovation to create highly sophisticated environments with a
minimal and architectural look and feel.

CrystaSleek
Ultra-slim is not impossible. With much dedication and innovation,
our CrystaSleek seat and cover made using a double injection
molding process, enhances durability at the same time retaining a
30mm thin profile. What’s more, it creates a slimmer optical illusion
of the seat cover to complete the minimalistic look.

Thinner Tank Lid
We took it a step further and redesign a 17mm thin, sleek tank lid.
All in the name of aesthetic.

ThinEdge Tech
At 5mm thin, it is almost like an artpiece to match any
bathroom. Made possible only with ThinEdge ceramic
technology, Acacia SupaSleek™ basin is a true lasting beauty.

Ceramic Drainage
Unlike conventional chrome wastes, our pillow-spherical
ceramic drainage wastes blends in seamlessly with our
basin for the luxurious look.

Uncompromising
Technology HygieneClean System
Taking hygiene to the next level, we promise - no dirt,
no stains, no bacteria. With HygieneClean technologies
and innovation, you can put your mind at ease.

PowerRim Tech and
Double Vortex Flushing System
The rimless design is engineered to prevent the
accumulation of dirt, germs and bacteria for better
hygiene and ease of cleaning. Our innovative Double
Vortex Flushing System utilizes 2 openings for water to
create a strong whirlpool around the bowl, effectively
removing both heavy and light wastes.

Aqua Ceramic
All our toilets are glazed with Aqua Ceramic, engineered
to prevent accumulation of dirt and dark ring from forming
on ceramic surface. The award-winning super hydrophilic
technology always ensures a spotless toilet.

ComfortClean
When it comes to safety and hygiene, we never compromise.
ComfortClean effectively eliminates E. coli bacteria and other
harmful bacteria.

Human Centric.
In every design, we put human experience first.
This is how we touch every day lives.

Raised Edge
Framed raised edge prevents splashes and promotes easy cleaning.
At the same time completing the ultra-slim style.

EcoStart Faucets
Unlike conventional mixers, Acacia Evolution EcoStart Faucet releases cold
water instead of warm water upon lifting the lever. This saves you precious
energy as it prevents the boiler from heating up, resulting in up to 30% energy
savings. To obtain hot water, you only need to move the lever to the left.

Airnergize Technology
Airnergize Technology in Acacia Evolution handshower provides you with
a luxurious shower experience. The technology works by drawing air into
the water stream via a cleverly concealed opening at the bottom of the
handshower. The water droplets are infused with air bubbles, giving you a
feeling of a full shower spray, yet saving water by 20%.

Click Technology
By providing a resistance midway when lifting the lever, this technology
gives you better water volume control, saving you precious water.

Toilets

Basins

One Piece Toilet
L747 x W385 x H634mm

Close Coupled Toilet
L741 x W385 x H741mm

Close Coupled Back To Wall Toilet
L680 x W376 x H780mm

Wall Hung Toilet
L555 x W376 x H360mm

Back To Wall Toilet
L555 x W376 x H390mm

CL20075-6DACTCBT (S-trap 305mm)
CL20075-6DACTPTT (P-trap 190mm)

CL23075-6DACTCBT (S-trap 305mm)
CL23075-6DACTPTT (P-trap 190mm)

CL23175-6DAMYBFT (Bottom Inlet)
CL23175-6DAMYBIT (Back Inlet)

CL31197-6DACTPTB

CL32297-6DACTCBB

LEGEND

CRYSTASLEEK

DOUBLE VORTEX

COMFORTCLEAN

Sleek, slim and durable seat and cover for a timeless style.

Maximum flushing performance, minimum water usage.

Effectively kills E. coli bacteria according to tests done with IMSL.

WATER SAVING
Water-saving for ecological and economical sense.

AQUA CERAMIC
Super hydrophilic technology prevents dirt and
dark ring stains from sticking to ceramic surface.

Square Vessel
L420 x W420 x H110mm

Vessel
L380 x W550 x H110mm

Semi Counter (Single hole)
L380 x W550 x H125mm

Semi Counter (8 inch 3 hole)
L380 x W550 x H125mm

CCASF411-1000410F0

CCASF412-1000410F0

CCASF419-1010411F0

CCASF419-1080411F0

Vessel with Deck (Single hole)
L450 x W600 x H110mm

Vessel with Deck (8 inch 3 hole)
L450 x W600 x H110mm

CCASF420-1010411F0

CCASF420-1080411F0

LEGEND

THINEDGE TECHNOLOGY
Made with our latest technology for a sleek silhouette.

Fittings

Basin Mixer

Extended Basin Mixer

3-Hole Basin Mixer

Wall Mount Basin Mixer

High Spout Basin Mixer

Wall Mount Shower Arm

Bath Spout

Exposed Bath & Shower Mixer

Exposed Shower Mixer

Deck Mount Bath & Shower Mixer

FFAS1301-101500BF0

FFAS1302-101500BF0

FFAS1303-101500BF0

FFAS1304-101500BF0

FFAS1305-101500BF0

FFAS9909-000500BC0

FFAS9714-000500BF0

FFAS1311-602500BF0

FFAS1312-702500BF0

FFAS1300-601500BF0

Concealed Bath and
Shower Mixer

Concealed
Shower Mixer

5 Function Air-in
Hand Shower

250mm Round
Air-in Showerhead

Ceiling
Shower Arm

Basin Mono

Exposed Shower Mono

Concealed Shower Mono

FFAS1321-609500BF0

FFAS1322-709500BF0

FFAS9H10-000500BC0

FFASS036-000500BC0

FFAS9908-000500BC0

FFAS1306-101500BF0

FFAS1326-701500BF0

FFAS1336-709500BF0

LEGEND

WATER SAVING
Water-saving for ecological
and economical sense.

CLICKMOVE

Provides 40% water savings
with ease of control.
The Fittings Range is part of the Acacia Evolution Collection.

COMFORTMOVE

EASYCLEAN

Provides up to 30% energy savings.

Made to improve comfort of use through
optimal precision of water control.

Effortless mantainence as limescale,
mold or dirt are all removable with ease.

COMFORT ANGLE

DURASHINE

AIRNERGIZE

ECOSTART

With flexibility to adjust angle of the water flow,
have a hassle-free, splash-proof experience.

A long-lasting coat of chrome finishing gives
off shine that exudes design excellence.

Air-infused water provides a luxurious,
massage-like shower experience while using
less water.

LEGEND

WATER SAVING

COMFORTMOVE

Water-saving for ecological and economical sense.

Made to improve comfort of use through optimal precision
of water control.

COMFORT ANGLE

DURASHINE

With flexibility to adjust angle of the water flow,
have a hassle-free, splash-proof experience.

A long-lasting coat of chrome finishing gives off shine that
exudes design excellence.

AIRNERGIZE

Air-infused water provides a luxurious, massage-like shower
experience while using less water.
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